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 Contract address: https://github.com/investingwad/DAdao_shared

Final commit hash:8b930d0c8a3263af0a7d4350d9435a0bd61849d7

Compiled contracts:

DAdao_shared/DAD_token/token/token.wasm 7f299982b7a0a7ee0bba6db88663377691786c971dcf026af2963c349eea697b, 

DAdao_shared/DAD_token/DAD_issuance/issuancedad.wasm  7234247b2394b42a334a78cc9ad1df8a84e796be708d5fdbc1a7aafec69ae14e, 

DAdao_shared/DAPP/deposit/deposit.wasm  69d047bdd0c4f5a90b176c9471ff479f2375f8af8d1b795d0d32ebde61750e3e, 

DAdao_shared/DAPP/depositpool/depositpool.wasm  78a3831f80c4e11085d523737d64226273b6ebd08b3e193127156defd1cc9471, 

DAdao_shared/DAPP/token/token.wasm  77b7a60dd0617c3c930f97334b27d9cf92a0369607b19589cfd257e216493c6a, 

DAdao_shared/EOS/deposit/deposit.wasm   37ce58c14671da55bf1516b06540f97fea04e2f3769300829487f6b0ff770e21, 

DAdao_shared/EOS/depositpool/depositpool.wasm   917e2c983f11452110ce4947cb54de902bf9d5f59be091c695bd6b4ed372d948, 

DAdao_shared/EOS/token/token.wasm   fe24e10d990ab9bcc8c5192a31a07cd478c606b35516d1bd612d1dd3929ee36b

Summary:

The DAD contracts contain the functionality for issuing DAD tokens when users deposit DAPP or EOS into the either of the pools. The 

contracts were audited by the Sentnl team and some remark issues were discovered, however, these are only service issues and have 

no affect on the security of user deposits.The contracts are �t for launch, but the recommendations within this report should be 

reviewed and patched as soon as possible

Disclaimer:

Sentnlio, Ltd.( hereinafter referred to as "Sentnl") registered at ( Sentnl Kingsmead Business Park, High Wycombe HP11 1JU) issues 

this report only based on the facts that have happened or existed before the report is issued, and will take the corresponding 

responsibilities for the report based on these facts. Regarding any unknown vulnerabilities or security incidents that happen or exist 

after the issue of this report, Sentnl cannot verify their security conditions and will not be responsible for them. All of the security audits 

analysis and other contents consisted in this report are only based on the files and documents provided to Sentnl by information 

providers(hereinafter referred to as "provided documents"). Sentnl assumes that the provided documents are not under any of these 

circumstances, such as being absent, being tampered, being abridged or being concealed. If the information of the provided 

documents were absent, tampered, abridged, concealed, or did not conform to the reality, Sentnl would not be responsible for any of 

the loss or disadvantages caused by these circumstances. Sentnl only performs the appointed security audits for the security condition 

of this project and issues this report. Sentnl is not responsible for the background of this project or any other circumstances.

https://github.com/investingwad/DAdao_shared

